LITERATURE SELECTION FORMS

1) DRAMA DUO
This is due the class after the Drama chapter is covered for 10 points. Use only this form; not scrap paper. If you change your selection, you will lose 5 points.

Student A _______________________ Role:____________________________

Student B _______________________ Role:____________________________

Play:_____________________________________________________________

Playwrite:_________________________________________________________

Preferred performance date: ___ first day   ___ second day

---------------------------------------------------------- -cut- ----------------------------------------------------------

2) PROSE FICTION
This is due the day the Prose Fiction chapter is covered for 10 points. Use only this form; not scrap paper. If you change your selection, you will lose 5 points.

Student_________________________________________________

Selection________________________________________________

Author_______________________________________________________
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3) POETRY
This is due the day the Poetry chapter is covered for 10 points. Use only this form; not scrap paper. If you change your selection, you will lose 5 points.

Student__________________________________________

Poem/Poet 1__________________________________________

(Poem/Poet 2)__________________________________________

(Poem/Poet 3)__________________________________________

Theme________________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cut

4) FINAL PERFORMANCE
This is due midway during the Poetry performances (the 3rd day) for 10 points. Use only this form; not scrap paper. If you change your selection, you will lose 5 points.

NAME__________________________________________

SELECTION/AUTHOR________________________________

GENRE_________________________________ GROUP?: ___ yes ___ no

If yes, with whom?__________________________________________

Note: each performer (up to four) multiplies the performance time

Preferred performance date:

_____ 2nd to last class  _____ Last Class  _____ Finals week (reserved for groups)